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NEW FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUM REPRESENTATION FOR ENDF

by

David G. Madland

ABSTRACT

A new representation of the prompt fission neutron
spectrum is proposed for use in the Evaluated Nuclear Data
File (ENDF). The proposal is made because a new theory ex-
ists by which the spectrum can be accurately predicted as a
function of the fissioning nucleus and its excitation ener-

gY ●
Thus, prompt fission neutron spectra can be calculated

for cases where no measurements exist or where measurements
are not possible. The mathematical formalism necessary for
application of the new theory within ENDF is presented and
discussed for neutron-induced fission and spontaneous fis-
sion. In the case of neutron-induced fission, expressions
are given for the first-chance, second-chance, third-chance,
and fourth-chance fission components of the spectrum to-
gether with that for the total spectrum. An ENDF format is
proposed for the new fission spectrum representation, and an
example of the use of the format is given.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fission neutron spectrum representation summarized in the following is

based upon recent new developments in the theory of prompt fission neutron spec-

tra due to Madland and Nix. 1-6 A new theory exists which is based upon standard

nuclear-evaporation theory and accounts for the physical effects of the motion

of the fission fragments, the distribution of fragment excitation energy, and

the energy dependence of the process inverse to neutron emission, namely, com-

pound-nucleus formation.

The simplest form of the new theory is the constant compound-nucleus cross-

section approximation 5’6 by which the nuclear level-density parameter is adjust-

ed slightly to simulate the energy dependence of the cross section. In this

case, an accurate closed-form’ expression for the spectrum is obtained which
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is easily evaluated using any modern computer facility. In addition, a closed-

form expression is obtained for the integral of the spectrum over arbitrary en-

ergy range. The closed-form expressions for the spectrum and the integral of the

spectrum mean that relatively simple computer coding requirements exist for their

implementation and that relatively fast computer evaluation times are involved in

their use. The practical consequences for computation are obvious in, for exam–

pie, the use of the spectrum in Monte-Carlo calculations or the use of the spec-

trum integral in constructing multigroup spectra. For reasons such as these, we

use the constant cross-section approximation in this proposal. This approxima-

tion is identical to that described and recommended at the recent Workshop on

Evaluation Methods and Procedures at Brookhaven National Laboratory. 5

In Sec. II we present the mathematical formulation and discuss the cases of

neutron-induced first-chance fission and spontaneous fission. The complexities

introduced by the onset of multiple-chance fission processes and the consequent

additional mathematical formalism are presented in Sec. III. An ENDF format for

the new fission spectrum representation and an example of the use of the format

are given in Sec. IV, where an expression for the integral of the spectrum over an

arbitrary energy range is also given. A concluding discussion is presented in

Sec. V. The current methods to evaluate the constants of the new spectrum are

presented in App. A and details concerning the use of the average prompt neutron

multiplicity VP in the multiple-chance fission spectra of Sec. 111 are given in

App. B.

The reader who is concerned only with incident neutron energies below the

second-chance fission threshold (approximately 6 MeV) or with spontaneous fission

may omit Sec. 111 and App. B.

II. FIRST-CHANCE FISSION AND SPONTANEOUS FISSION

The expression f(E+E’) for the spectrum of fission neutrons of energy E!

due to first-chance fission induced by neutrons of energy E, and the expression

f(E’) for the spectrum of fission neutrons of energy E’ due to spontaneous fis-

sion, are identical in form and differ only in the values of the three constants

involved. This form is given in the constant cross-section approximation 5’6 by

.

.
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where

3’2E1(u1) + Y(3/2,u2)g(E’,Ef) = 1 [u;/2El(u2) -ul - Y(3/Lu1)] .

3(EfTm)l’2

(2)

In Eq. (2) the values of U1 and U2 are given by

U1 = (m’ - ~)2/Tm ,

(3)

U2= (@ +~)2/Tm ,

(4)

is the exponential integral, and

a-1
y(a,x) = ~x u e-u du (5)

o

is the incomplete gamma function.

The exponential integral and incomplete gamma functions are generally avail-

able as program library functions. Moreover, as stated in Sec. 1, the evaluation

times of these functions are sufficiently small so as to not prohibit their use

in large computer program loops. A closed-form expression for the integral of

the spectrum given by Eqs. (1) and (2) exists for an arbitrary finite integration

range. This expression, also involving the exponential integral and incomplete

gamma function, is given in Sec. IV.
H

The three constants appearing in Eqs. (1) and (2) are E:, Ef, and T , which
m

are, respectively, the average kinetic energy per nucleon of the average light

fission fragment, the average kinetic energy per nucleon of the average heavy

fission fragment, and the maximum temperature of the fission-fragment residual-

The constants E;
H

nuclear-temperature distribution. and E
f

are to a good approxi-

mation independent of the incident neutron energy E, whereas Tm = Tin(E) for
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neutron-induced fission and T = constant for spontaneous fission. Of course,
m

all three of the constants depend on certain fission-related quantities and on

certain parameters of the compound fissioning nucleus. Methods and formulas to

obtain values of the three constants are discussed in Refs. 1-6 and in App. A.

Examples of the dependence of the spectrum given by ~he constant cross-

section approximation of Eqs. (1) and (2) upon both the fissioning nucleus and

its excitation energy are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows how the spec-

trum at high energy increases and at low energy decreases as the charge of the

fissioning nucleus increases, for thermal-neutron-induced fission. Figure 2

shows how the spectrum at high energy increases and at low energy decreases as

the kinetic energy of the incident neutron increases, for the first-chance
235U

fission of .

A comparison of the prediction of the constant cross-section approximation

given by Eqs. (1) and (2) with experimental data and with the energy-dependent

cross-section calculation
3-6

is shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows that the con-

stant cross-section calculation given by the dashed curve agrees very well with
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the prompt fission neutron spectrum on the fissioning nu-
cleus, for thermal-neutron-inducedfission. The calculations are per-

formed using Eqs. (1) and (2).
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the prompt fission
of the incident neutron, for the
perfomed using Eqs. (1) and (2)
fission only.

neutron spectrum on the kinetic energy
fission of 235U. The cakilatwns are
under the assumption of first-chance

the energy-dependent cross-section calculation given by

the experiment
7

over the entire energy range shown. The

nuclear level-density parameter as used in the constant

tion is given by aeff = A/(10 MeV).

the solid curve and with

value of the adjusted

cross–section calcula-

tor neutron-induced fission we note that the first-chance

(MT = 19) is identical to the total fission spectrum (MT = 18)

tron energies E less than the second-chance fission threshold.

fission spectrum

for incident neu-

Thus, for E < 6

MeV both MT = 18 and MT = 19 are given by Eqs. (1) and (2) together with the

values of E; and E; and a tabulation Tin(E). Readers who are concerned only with

first-chance fission or spontaneous fission may omit the next section and proceed

directly to Sec. IV.

III. MULTIPLE-CHANCE FISSION

In order to consider second-chance, third-chance, and fourth-chance fission,

in addition to the first-chance fission already discussed, the following notation

and corresponding ENDF identification are given:

5
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Fig. 3. tiompt fission neutron spectra for the fission of 235U induced by
0.53-MeV neutrons, illustrating the simulated energy-dependenceof the
compound-nucleuscross section at(c). The &shed curve S)KXJSthe con-

stant cross-section approximation given by Eqs. (1) and (2) using the

effective nuclear level-density parameter a =A/(10 MeV) to simulate
eff

the energy dependence of oc(~). The solid &e shows the result ob-

tained by using energy-dependentcross sectwns in the calculatwn of
Refs. (3-6). The experimental data are those of Johansson and Holmqvist
(Ref. 7).

File 5 (MF = 5)

F(E+E’ ) = total fission spectrum MT=18

FI(E+E’) = first-chance fission spectrum MT=19

F2(E+E’) = second-chance fission spectrum MT=20

F3(E+E’) = third-change fission spectrum MT=21

F4(E+E’) = fourth-chance fission spectrum MT=38

.
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u(E) =

UI(E) =

U2(E) =

U3(E) =

CJ4(E)=

‘1 =

.

‘2 =

=

‘3 =

.

B4 =

=

File 3 (M.F= 3)

total fission cross section MT

first-chance fission cross section MT

second-chance fission cross section MT

third-chance fission cross section MT

fourth-chance fission cross section MT

binding energy of neutron in the compound

target isotope ZA

Q(ZA) MT

binding energy of neutron in the compound

target isotope ZA - 1

Q(ZA - 1) MT

binding energy of neutron in the compound

target isotope 2A - 2

Q(ZA - 2) MT

binding energy of neutron in the compound

target isotope ZA - 3

Q(ZA - 3) MT

where in all cases E and E’ are defined as in Sec. II.

In addition, the following evaporation spectra (LF = 9

Distribution Law already existing in ENDF-102) are required

trum of neutrons emitted prior to fission in second-chance,

fourth-chance fission:

H2(E+E’) = (E’/6~) exp (-E’/e2)

02
= 62(E)

H3(E+E’) = (E’/f3~)exp (-E’/f33)

83
= fJ3(E) 9

H4(E+E’) = (E’/6~) exp (-E’/E14)

f34= 64(E)

= 18

= 19

= 20

= 21

= 38

system for

= 102

system for

= 102

system for

= 102

system for

= 102

Secondary Energy

to describe the spec-

third-chance, and

(6)

(7)

(8)

7



where the subscripts 2, 3, 4 refer to second-chance, third-chance, and fourth-

chance fission, respectively, and in each case the temperature 13is a tabulation

8 = e(E).

Finally, we adopt the following notation for the average prompt neutron mul-

tiplicity in each succeeding fission within the multiple-chance fission sequence:

VI(E) = average prompt neutron multiplicity ;P(E) corresponding to neutrons

of energy E incident on target isotope ZA,

v (E) = average prompt neutron multiplicity VP(E) corresponding to neutrons
2

of energy E incident on target isotope ZA - 1,

V3(E) = average prompt neutron multiplicity VP(E) corresponding to neutrons

of energy E incident on target isotope ZA - 2, and

V4(E) = average prompt neutron multiplicity ;P(E) corresponding to neutrons

of energy E incident on target isotope ZA - 3.

Using the preceding notation and corresponding ENDF identification, we con-

struct the first-chance, second-chance, third-chance, and fourth-chance fission

components of the prompt fission neutron spectrum and the total spectrum:

F1(E+E’) = {ul(E)vl(E)fl(E+E’)}/D(E) , (9)

F2(E+E’) = {02(E)[H2(E+E’) + V2(E - 2e2 - B2) X f2(E+E’)]}/D(E) , (lo)

F3(E+E’) = {03(E)[H2(E+E’) + H3(E+E’) + V3(E - 213 - B - 2r3 - B3)
22 3

X f3(E+E’)]}/D(E) ,

F4(E+E’) = {~4(E)[H2(E+E’) +H3(E+E’) +H4(E+E’)

+ V4(E - 262 - B2 - 2e3 - B3

- 204 - B4)f4(E+E’)]}/D(E), and

(11)

(12)

b

F(E+E’ ) = FI(E+E’) + F2(E+E’) + F3(E+E’) + F4(E+E’), where (13)



D(E) = CJ1(E)VI(E)+ ~2(E)[l + V2(E - 2e2 - B2)]

+ 03(E)[2 + u+ - 262 - B2 - 263 - B3)]

+ IJ4(E)[3+ V4(E - 2E12- B2 - 2e3 - B3

- 284 - B4)], and where (14)

Kl(E+E’) is given by Eqs. (1) and (2) together with constants E: and E!

and the tabulation T (E),
1 1

‘1

f2(E+E’) is given by Eqs. (1) and (2) together with constants E:
H

and E
‘2

and the tabulation Tm (E - 2132),
2

m
L

f3(E+E’) is given by Eqs. (1) and (2) together with constants E:
H

and E
3 ‘3

and the tabulation T (E - 2e2 - 2E13),and
‘3

f4(E+E’) is given by Eqs. (1) and (2) together with constants E;
H

and E

and the tabulation Tm4(E - 202- 2f33- 204).
4 ‘4

The evaporation spectra H2(E+E’), H3(E+E’), and H4(E+E’) are given by Eqs. (6)-

(8), respectively, where (32,f33,and e4 are tabulated as 132(E),E13(E- 2t12),and

04(E - 202 - 2f33). Finally, Vl, V2, V3, and V4 are either calculated directly or

are obtained from ENDF as discussed in App. B. Equations (9), (10), (11), (12),

and (13) give, using Eq. (14), the files MT = 19, MT = 20, MT = 21, MT = 38, and

MT= 18, respectively.

The probabilities pk(E) that the distribution functions fi(E+E’) and H (E+E’)
j

are used at energy E are obtained from Eqs. (9)-(12) by inspection. They are

given by

MT = 19

(19)(E) =
PI Ul(E)Vl(E)/D(E) , (15)

9



MT = 20

‘20)(E) = u2(E)/D(E)PI (16)

‘20)(E) = 02(E)v2(E - 202 - B2)/D(E) >P2 (17)

MT = 21

‘21)(E) = u3(E)/D(E)PI (18)

(21)(E) =pj21)(E)
P2 (19)

‘21)(E) = CS3(E)V3(E- 2f32-B2- 203-B3)/D(E), andPj (20)

MT=38

‘38)(E)=u4(E)/D(E)PI (21)

(38)(E) = pf38)(E)‘38)(E)= P3P2 (22)

(38)(E)= u4(E)v4(EP4 - 2e2 - B2 - 2EJ3- B3 - 2% - B4)/D(E) , (23)

where

‘19)(E) +pl ‘20)(E) +p2 ‘20)(E) +pl ‘21)(E) +p3‘21)(E) +p2 (21)(E)
PI

+ p~38)(E) +p2 ‘38)(E) +p4‘38)(E) +p3 ‘38)(E) = 1 . (24)

(19)
Note that pl (E) s 1 for all values of E less than the second-chance fission

threshold (approximately 6 MeV).

.

.

.

.
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To conclude this section, we note that an approximation exists by which the

above equations can be greatly simplified, but at the expense of the physical

content, and therefore, accuracy of the calculated multiple-chance fission neu-

tron spectrum. The approximation consists in the use of the following equations:

V2(E - 202 - B2) = VI(E) - 1 ,

V3(E - 202 - B2 - 2f3 - B3) = VI(E) - 2 , and
3

(25)

V4(E - 2f32- B2 - 2f33- B - 2tl - B4’)= VI(E) - 3 .
3 4

We do not recommend

chance fission spectra.

Iv. ENDF FORMAT

the use of Eq. (25) in the calculation of multiple-

In this section we propose an ENDF format for the new fission neutron spec-

trum representation. We refer to page numbers of the October 1979 version of the

ENDF-102 Manua18 to identify text insertion points.

Page 5.4 Before “Note: Distribution laws are not...” insert the following:

LF = 12, Energy-Dependent Fission Neutron Spectrum (Madland and Nix)

f(E+E’) ‘~ [g(E’,EFL) + g(E’ ,EFH)] ,

where .

‘1 = (AT- JEFj2/TM,

‘2
= (m+ fi)2/TM .

11



EFL and EFH are constants, and TM depends on the incident neutron energy E.

El(x) is the exponential integral and y(a,x) is the incomplete gamma func-

tion. The integral of this spectrum between zero and infinity is one. The

value of the integral for a finite integration range is given in Sec.

5.4.10.

Page 5.6 After the

EFL, EFH are

fifth line “(LF = 11.),” insert the following:

constants used in the energy-dependent fission neutron

spectrum (Madland and Nix), LF = 12.

TM is the maximum temperature parameter, TM(E), of the energy-—

dependent fission neutron spectrum (Madland and Nix), LF = 12.

Page 5.8 Before “Note that no formats have been described... ,” insert the fol-

lowing:

LF = 12, Energy-Dependent Fission Neutron Spectrum (Madland and Nix)

[MAT,5,MT/0.0,0 .0,0,LF = 12, NR,NP/E~nt/P(E)]TABl

[MAT,5,MT/EFL,EFH,0,0,NR,NE/Eint/TM(E) ]TAB1

Page 5.11 Delete “’withLF = 11 preferred” in the third and fourth lines and re-

place with a period.

Page 5.12 Delete the first sentqnce of the second line.

Page 5.14 After the expression for the average energy using LF = 11, insert the

following:

12 ~(EFL+EFH) +$TM .

After page 5.14, insert Sec. 5.4.10.

5.4.10 Additional Procedures for LF = 12, Energy-Dependent Fission Neutron

Spectrum (Madland and Nix)

1. Integral Over Finite Energy Range [a,b]

Set a=m 9 f3=m,

A = (~+ 6)2/cz2 ,

.

&
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B = (~+ L3)2/cz2 ,

At = (~ - f3)2/a2, and

.

B? = (6 - @2/a2 .

b
Then, the integral is given by one of the following three expressions depending

on the region of integration in which a and b lie.

3(EF”TM)1’2 /b (E?,EF)dE? =
a’

[(~a2B5/2--! a~B2)El(B) - (~a2A5/2- ~aBA2)El (A)]
2 5

_ [(; a2B,5/2+1 a6B’2)El(B’) - (; ~2A,5/2 ++ a!3A’2)El(A’)]
7

l/2)y(3/2,B) .+ [(a2B - 2a$B - (a2A - 2aBA1/2)y(3/2,A)]

- [(a2B’ + 2czf3B’1/2)y(3/2,B’) - (a2A’ + 2a6A’1/2)y(3/2,A’) ]

-; a2[Y(5/2,B) - y(5/2,A) - y(5/2,B’) + y(5/2,A’)]

3
z af3[e-— ‘B(l+B) - e-A(l+A) +e-B’(l +B’) - e-A’(l+ A’)] .

Region 11 (a < EF, b ~ EF)

3(EF*TM)’/2 ~b g(E’ ,EF)dE’ =
a

[(~ a2B5/2~ a13B2)El(B) --— [; a2A512 -~ a13A2)El(A)]



_ [[; &,5/2 ~ a6B’2)El(B’) - (; ~2A,5/2 -~ a13A’2)El(A’)]-—

+ [(a2B - 2af3B1/2)Y(3/2,B) - (a2A - 2a13A1’2)y(3/2,A)]

- [(a2B’ -2a13B’1/2)y(3/2, B’) -(a2A’ -2czflA’1/2)y(3/2,At)]

_: 2
~ a [Y(5/2,B) - Y(5/2,A) - Y(5/2,B’) + y(5/2,A’)]

3
z ad[e-— ‘B(I+B) -e-A(l+A) -e-B’ (l +B’)+e-A’(l+ A’)] .

Region 111 (a < EF, b > EF)

3(EF*TM)1’2 /b g(E’,EF)dE’ =
a

[(~ a2B5/2 - ~ af3B2]El(B)- (~ a2A5/2 - ~ af3A2]El(A)]
2 5

_ [[; a2B,5/2 ~ a$B’2)EI(B’) - (~a2A,5/2 -~ a13A’2)El(A’)]
‘2 5

+ [(a2B - 2a13B1/2)y(3/2,B) - (<A - 2aBA1’2)y(3/2,A) ]

- [(a2B’ +2a6B’1/2)y(3/2, B’) - (a2A’ -2a6A’1/2)y(3/2, A’)]

-~ a2[y(5/2,B) - Y(5/2,A) - y(5/2,B’) + y(5/2,A’)]

3z a~[e-— ‘B(l+B) -e-A(l+ A)+e-B’(l+ B’) +e-A’(l+ A’) -2] .

The expression for Region 111 would be used to calculate a normalization integral

I for the finite integration constant U, if a physical basis existed by which U

could be well determined.

14



2. MultiDle-Chance Fission

I

The use of the LF = 12 fission neutron spectrum together with the LF = 9

neutron evaporation spectrum to represent multiple-chance fission spectra has

been completely specified including all possible multiple-chance fission cases up
*

through fourth-chance fission. In this reference, equations are given for the

fission spectra MT = 19, MT = 20, MT = 21, and MT = 38 as well as for MT = 18.

In addition, equations are given for the required probabilities pk(E) as a func-

tion of File 3(MF = 3) multiple-chance fission cross sections and average prompt

neutron multiplicities ;P(E), which can either be calculated or obtained from

File 1 (MF = 1), MT = 456 for the successive isotopes involved in the multiple-

chance fission process. The pk(E) are defined such that for any value of E their

sum over all energetically allowed multiple-chance fission spectrum components is

unity. This violates the sum rule given in Sec. 5.1 which stipulates that the

sum is unity for any single mltiple-chance fission spectrum component.

In closing this section, we give in Table I an example of the proposed ENDF

format for the new fission neutron spectrum.

v. DISCUSSION

A new fission neutron spectrum representation has been proposed for use in

ENDF . The spectrum is based on recent new theoretical results which address the

dependence of the prompt fission neutron spectrum upon the fissioning nucleus and

the incident neutron energy, for first-chance as well as multiple-chance fission.

The same theory describes the spontaneous fission neutron spectrum. The new fis-

sion spectrum representation is a closed expression and its integral over an arbi-

trary energy range is also of closed form. The basic spectrum is characterized

by two constants and an,energy-dependent temperature parameter, all of which can

be calculated using existing simple relations as given in App. A.

There are approximately forty ENDF/B-V actinide files that contain prompt

fission neutron spectra. Of these forty cases only a few (“ 5) are based on ac-

tual measurements of the spectrum for the nucleus in question. The remaining

cases (“ 35) are for the most part described by Maxwellian distributions in which

the magnitude as well as the physical origin of the Maxwellian temperature param-

eter is questionable. These cases are good examples of where the spectrum repre-

sentation we propose can be put to good use.

*
David G. Madland, “New Fission Neutron Spectrum Representation for ENDF,9*Los

Alamos National Laboratory report LA-9285-MS, ENDF-321 (February 1982).
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TABLE I

EXAMPLE OF NEW FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUM FORMAT

9.92990+ 4 2.96430+ 2 0 0 1 05000 5 19 2001
0.00000+ o 0.00000+ o 0 12 1 235000 5 19 2002

23 2 5000 5 19 2003
1.00000- 5 1.00000+ O 5.50000+ 6 1.00000+ O 6.00000+ 6 9.80000- 15000 5 19 2004
6.50000+ 6 9.30000- t 7.00000+ 6 8.60000- 1 7.50000+ 6 8.10000- 15000 5 19 2005
8.00000+ 6 7.70000- 1 9.00000+ 6 7.50000- 1 1.00000+ 7 7.50000- 15000 5 19 2006
1.10000+ 7 7.00000- 1 1.15000+ 7 7.00000- 1 1.20000+ 7 6.50000- 15000 5 19 2007
1.25000+ 7 6.00000- t 1.30000+ 7 5.50000- 1 1.40000+ 7 5.00000- 15000 5 19 2008
1.50000+ 7 4.90000- 1 1.60000+ 7 4.50000- 1 1.65000+ 7 4.40000- 15000 5 19 2009
1.70000+ 7 4.00000- 1 1.75000+ 7 3.60000- 1 1.80000+ 7 3.20000- 15000 5 19 2010
1.90000+ 7 2.60000- t 2.00000+ 7 2.30000- 1 5000 5 19 2011
1.05250+ 6 5.43493+ 5 0 0 1 285000 5 19 2012

28 5 5000 5 19 2013
1.00000- 5 9.59475+ 5 1.00000+ O 9.59476+ 5 1.00000+ 2 9.59478+ 55000 5 19 2014
1.00000+ 3 9.59498+ 5 1.00000+ 4 9.59696+ 5 1.00000+ 5 9.61681+ 55000 5 19 2015
2.50000+ 5 9.64980+ 5 5.00000+ 5 9.70453+ 5 7.50000+ 5 9.75896+ 55000 5 19 2016
1.00000+ 6 9.81308+ 5 1.25000+ 5 9.86691+ 5 1.50000+ 6 9.92045+ 55000 5 19 2017
1.7500G+ 6 9.97369+ 5 2.00000+ 6 1.0026i+ 6 2.50000+ 6 1.01318+ 65000 5 19 2018
3.00000+ 6 1.02358+ 6 4.00000+ 6 1.04407+ 6 5.00000+ 6 1.06417+ 65000 5 19 20t9
6.00000+ 6 f.08390+ 6 7.00000+ 6 1.10327+ 6 8.00000+ 6 1.12231+ 65000 5 19 2020
9.00000+ 6 1.14103+ 6 1.00000+ 7 1.15945+ 6 1.20000+ 7 1.19544+ 65000 5 t9 2021
1.40000+ 7 1.23037+ 6 1.60000+ 7 1.26434+ 6 1..80000+ 7 1.29742+ 65000 5 19 2022
2.00000+ 7 1.32968+ 6 5000 5 19 2023

0 0 0 05000 5 0 2024

.

,.
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APPENDIX A

EVALUATION OF E;, E;, and T
m

The average kinetic energy per nucleon E; of the average light fission frag-
H

ment and the average kinetic energy per nucleon Ef of the average heavy fission

fragment are given by

L A#:Ot>

‘f=~ A ‘

and

~H A@;ot>
=—

f~A’

(A-1)

(A-2)

where A is the mass number of the compound nucleus undergoing fission,
% and %

are the average mass members of the light and heavy fragments, respectively, and
tot

<Ef > is the total average fission-fragment kinetic energy.

We obtain the values of ~ and ~ from the experimental measurements of

10 In cases where experi-Unik, et al.g or from the review by Hoffman and Hoffman.

mental measurements do not exist we interpolate using the data contained in Table

I and Figs. 1 and 2 of Unik, et al.g

For the values of ~ sot> we use the experimental results of Unik,
9

et al.,

which are appropriate to thermal-neutron-induced fission or spontaneous fission.

Hoffman and Hoffman 10 include additional measurements of <E~Ot> in their review.

For actinide nuclei at low excitation energy that are not included in this com-

pilation, one can either interpolate between the values for nearby nuclei or use

the results of a least-squares adjustment by Unik, et al.g; namely,

tot
<Ef > = 0.13323(Z2/A1/3) - 11.64 MeV , (A-3)

where (Z,A) refers to the fissioning compound nucleus. For actinide nuclei at

high excitation energy the results of a least-squares adjustment by Violall are

more appropriate, namely,



a got> = 0.1071(Z2/A1’3) + 22.2 MeV . (A-4)

The maximum temperature Tm of the fission-fragment residual nuclear temper-

ature distribution is given by *

Tm = (<E*>)/aeff)l’2 , (A-5) -

where, currently, the effective nuclear level-density parameter aeff is given by

= A/(10 MeV) . (A-6)
aeff

The total average fission-fragment excitation energy <E*> is given by

<E*> = <Er> + Bn + E - <E;ot>.
n

(A-7)

In this equation ~r> is the average energy release, Bn and En are the separation

energy and kinetic energy of the neutron inducing fission, and <Ef‘et> is the to-

tal average fission-fragment kinetic energy discussed above.

For spontaneous fission, Bn and En are set to zero. We obtain values of

<Er> and Bn using the experimental or derived systematic masses of Wapstra and

BOS’2 when they exist and otherwise the mass formula of Myers 13 or Moller and

Nix. 14

The average energy release <Er> is then given by the difference between the

ground-state mass of the fissioning compound nucleus and the sum of the average

ground-state masses of two sets of average complementary fission fragments. Each

set consists of seven mass and change divisions that are centered about the cen-

tral fragment (Z~, ~) or (zH, ~). The averaging is performed with a relative

weighting of two for the central fragment compared to the other fragments for

both the light and heavy fragment sets. The heavy fragment set is depicted in
236U

Fig. 4 for the case of the compound nucleus . The average or central frag-

ment mass numbers A
L

and ~used in the averaging have been discussed above. The

average or central fragment charge numbers ZL and ~ are obtained using Figs. 1

9and 2 of Unik, et al.
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Fig. 4. Heavy fission fragments used in cahuZating the average energy release
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APPENDIX B

AVERAGE PROMPT NEUTRON MULTIPLICITY ~p(E)

The multiple-chance fission formalism presented in Sec. 111 requires the

average prompt neutron multiplicity ~p(E) as a function of E for up to four fis-

sioning compound nuclei, namely, the ZA + 1, ZA, ZA - 1, and ZA - 2 compound SyS-

tems. In ENDF isotope identification notation these are, respectively, the ZA,

ZA - 1, ZA - 2, and ZA - 3 “target” isotopes.

The VP(E) can be easily calculated using the formulae of Refs. 5 and 6 or

they can be obtained from ENDF File 1 (MF = 1), MT = 456 for the appropriate iso-

topes.

Since ratios of ~D(E) values are involved in the multiple-chance fission

formalism, the

lute magnitude

ory of Refs. 5

variation of VP(E) with Z and A is more significant than the abso-

of VP(E). The dependence of VP(E) on Z and A is given by the the-

and 6, particularly for those isotopes for which no experimental



~ (E) data exist or are possible.
P

If, on the other hand, the VP(E) are obtained

from MF = 1, MT = 456 for the required isotopes, the question of the correct var-

iation of VP(E) with Z and A immediately arises. This is because there are no

four-member isotopic sequences in ENDF where all members have experimentally

based VP(E) representations. Moreover, there are only a few such three-member

isotopic sequences. In addition, use of the existing ENDF ~p(E) representations

in the multiple-chance fission formalism requires their extrapolation to negative

values of E. This is due to the fact that compound nuclei occurring in the

multiple-chance fission sequence fission at excitation energies below the neutron

binding energy.

For the above reasons we recommend that the ~p(E) values used in the

multiple-chance fission formalism of Sec. 111 be calculated according to the the-

ory of Refs. 5 and 6.
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